
Dysfunction within the CFMMEU leadership nationally, which has seen personal

vendettas take priority over effective management of the Union. 

Use of raw numbers in national leadership forums to stop Mining and Energy and other

smaller Divisions having a say.

Construction Division poaching members from smaller Divisions. 

The push to abolish Divisional autonomy, which would in time hand control of Mining and

Energy affairs to the dominant Construction Division.

Lack of support for our members and industries including opposing coal mine approvals. 

Steps taken by the Mining and Energy Division to resolve issues, operate constructively

and evaluate the best options for the future.

The strong financial and organisational position of all Districts of the Mining and Energy

Division.  

Over 300 delegates representing mineworkers, power station workers and coal port workers

unanimously endorsed a resolution to to pursue an independent future after hearing reports

from all District leaders about: 
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Update and next steps               

Our recent National Convention made a bold and historic decision

that will give all Members a say about our future: whether to become

an independent, dedicated Mining and Energy Union or remain part

of the CFMMEU. 

March 2021

The vote to give Members a say in our future was
unanimous in all Convention hubs. 



WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS? 
The Mining and Energy Division will make an application to the Fair Work Commission to withdraw

from the CFMMEU. As part of this process, there will be a ballot of ALL MINING AND ENERGY

DIVISION MEMBERS, giving Members the final say. 

WHEN CAN WE VOTE? 
The Fair Work Commission will set the timetable for the process, after we make our withdrawal

application. We don't know how long it will take, but expect the legal process to take several months. 

DO OTHER DIVISIONS HAVE A SAY? 
No. Mining and Energy Members have the right to determine the future of their Union as an

independent registered Union or remaining part of the CFMMEU. This is our decision and none of the

business of other Divisions, they don't have a vote. 

WILL WE BE STRONGER OR WEAKER AS A STANDALONE UNION? 
Stronger. The Mining and Energy Division is in a strong position financially and organisationally. We

already operate as an autonomous Union. While there was once a combined CFMMEU campaigning

capacity, this has been dismantled due to internal conflict and there is little that we currently gain

from being part of the amalgamated union. We are well regarded and respected in our communities

with a strong record on safety and member representation. Independence means we can focus entirely

on the needs of our own Members. 

WILL THIS AFFECT OUR MEMBERSHIP, ELECTIONS OR LODGE ACTIVITIES? 
No. Under the withdrawal process, if Mining and Energy Division Members support leaving the

CFMMEU then all of our Division's Members automatically transfer to the new Union. It is not

necessary to conduct new elections for District or Lodge Officials. All existing Enterprise Agreements

remain in place and current Union activities and structures continue. 

WHAT CHANGES WITH INDEPENDENCE? 
For Members on the ground, little would change except the name. Independence would give us more

control over our future and ensures all our resources are directed to Mining and Energy Members. 

WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO DETERMINE OUR OWN FUTURE WITHOUT

INTERFERENCE FROM OTHERS. 
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